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NOSH Euro Bistro Review

Nosh Euro Bistro
Dallas, TX
I travel a lot to many wonderful cities but I always love coming back home to Dallas. I love it mainly because several of
my favorite restaurants are practically in my backyard. So last week after being away for few weeks I was craving one of
my favorite spots for lunch only to find that I wasn't the only one. I couldn't believe that there was a 25 minute waiting list
for LUNCH! But lucky as I was walking to the restaurant I spotted Nosh. It's a new European/ Mediterranean style bistro
located in the Oak lawn/Uptown area of town.
As I passed by the front of Nosh I looked through the windows and saw a beautifully decorated dining room with very rich
looking huge wood bar and very open kitchen area. I thought to myself.... WOW! This look like a place I can suggest to
my friend for our next group dinner. Little did I know that five minutes from that point I would be making a B line right back
to Nosh for lunch alone instead of with my friends. Beside, before I can tell my friends to go there I need to find out if it's
any good... right? So I walked in and was seated right away. As I was checking out the room with a huge TV screen
above the beautiful bar showing what's going in the kitchen water and a menu magically appear in front of me and I
heard a voice saying "Hello I'm Gabriel and welcome to Nosh. Is this your first time dining with us?" Gabriel was dressed
very sharply and with a big smile. Maybe it's just me but that always set the tone for a great dining experience. I said yes
this is my first time here. So Gabriel thoroughly went over the menu, asked if I had any question and then gave me time
to decide on my lunch order while he went for tea. Roasted Alaskan Halibut, Seared Diver Scallop, Nosh Stacked Kobe
Burger... Everything sounded so good that I had a hard time choosing by the time he got back so he asked if I mind a few
suggestions. He told me that one of his favorite dishes on the menu was the Espresso Braised Beef Short Ribs and I was
sold! All I can say is thank you Gabriel! It was Awesome! Now I'm not only going to suggest Nosh to my friends. I'm going
to tell them that I found our next place for our dinner and I already made the reservation. http://www.nosheurobistro.com
D. Williams
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